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Abstract—We present MilliCam, a system that captures the shape
of small metallic objects, such as a gun, through obstructions,
like clothing. MilliCam builds on the millimeter-wave (mmWave)
imaging systems, which are widely used today in airport security
checkpoints. Existing systems achieve high-resolution using a
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) principle, but require bulky
motion controllers to position the mmWave device precisely. In
contrast, MilliCam emulates the SAR principle by pure handswiping. However, alias-free, high-resolution imaging requires
a linear, error-free hand-swiping motion. Furthermore, image
focusing on an object of interest requires steering perfectlyshaped beam over the target-scene; but it is unavailable in off-theshelf devices. We design a set of algorithms to enable high-quality
handheld imaging: compensating for the errors in hand-swipe
motion; and focusing the target-scene digitally without beamsteer. We have prototyped MilliCam on a 60 GHz testbed. Our
experiments demonstrate that MilliCam can effectively combat
motion errors and focus on the object in target-scene.
Index Terms—Millimeter-wave, SAR imaging, Handheld screening, Non-destructive testing, Focusing, Motion compensation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, Radio-Frequency (RF) based imaging
systems have made tremendous strides to see through a wall
[1]–[3], track Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) mobile targets [4]–
[7], identify gestures [8], and differentiate humans through
obstructions [3]. Millimeter-wave (mmWave) imaging systems
represent the state-of-the-art in see-through-cloth screening
and are widely used today in more than 250 airports worldwide
[9], [10] to detect contrabands, such as weapons, explosives,
and liquids [11]. These systems operate under the same
principle as an airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR),
albeit at much lower power, and within very close proximity.
They illuminate the target using a mmWave beam; the signals
then traverse through clothing, mostly absorbed by the human
skin, but strongly reflect off the various concealed metallic
or contraband objects. The systems use a precise mechanical
movement to form a mesh surrounding the human body and
capture the reflected signals [9]. A coherent combination
of the signals allows the system to discriminate the target
objects’ reflectivity against the human body. The non-ionizing
radiation and small wavelength that can outline the shape of
small concealed anomalies without impinging on privacy make
mmWave an ideal medium for body scanning [10], [12].
In this paper, we imagine what if we can bring such imaging
functionalities under ad-hoc settings in cheap, ubiquitous
mobile mmWave devices? Driven by the recent commercialization effort of 5G cellular broadband [13], an unprecedented
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Fig. 1: (a) A potential application of MilliCam. User swipes
a mmWave device in front of the target to obtain an image.
(b) Optical image of a model gun (with a metal barrel and a
plastic butt), and its mmWave image at 1 m. distance.
proliferation of the mmWave systems is imminent. Thus,
the ad-hoc mmWave imaging may expand to a wide range
of everyday settings, such as (1) In-situ security checking:
Allowing law enforcement officers to conduct a stand-off
screening of suspects, before proceeding to a pat-down search.
(2) Baggage discrimination: Discriminating similar-looking
baggage at the airport by detecting featured objects inside,
e.g., a tablet, without opening the baggage, thus preserving
user privacy. (3) Commercial loss prevention: Enabling nonintrusive counting of packaged inventory items in a factory
or grocery store. (4) Non-destructive testing: Through-wall
localization and diagnosis of powerlines or water pipes.
Realizing such a system in practice is challenging for three
reasons. First, emulating the SAR principle requires swiping
the hand-held mmWave device over the air to create a large
SAR array — sufficient to discriminate small objects, like a
gun, at a distance. Performance of a mmWave SAR imaging
systems, however, depends highly on the stringent linear
motion and millimeter-scale device positioning. Second, generating high-quality image depends on the focusing ability of the
SAR system to remove background reflectivity. Airborne SAR
and airport scanners achieve high-quality by steering a nearperfect shaped beam to collect focused reflection profile [14]–
[16]. Standard-compliant, cheap, Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
(COTS) mmWave devices cannot generate such beams [17]–
[19]. Third, the SAR imaging algorithm relies on precise phase
coherence among the reflected signals across the aperture
points. It is well-known that the COTS mmWave devices do
not provide coherent phase measurement [20], [21].
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Fig. 2: (a) SAR range and cross-range imaging from a hand-held mmWave radar. (b) SAR reflection profile analysis.

We have prototyped MilliCam on a 60 GHz mobile mmWave
testbed; the prototype is assembled from COTS components
only. We have re-designed and implemented the chirp-based
SAR imaging algorithm [14], [23]; our implementation works
with the channel responses from the standard IEEE 802.11ad
data communication packets. Our testbed experiments demonstrate that MilliCam can compensate for the motion error from
hand-swipe, achieving 16.5× image quality improvement at 1
m. distance. At 1 m. from the target-scene, MilliCam improves
the image quality 7× by focusing on the target object without
prior knowledge of its center. Furthermore, MilliCam can
discriminate between various shapes, such as square, circle,
and rhombus — all hidden from LOS. It can measure the
surface area accurately with less than 20% and 4% errors for
5×5 cm.2 and 20×20 cm.2 square-plates, respectively.
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We propose MilliCam, that aims to enable high-quality imaging under ad-hoc settings by overcoming the challenges in
COTS devices. MilliCam relies purely on a hand-swiping
motion to image a target-scene. First, it takes advantage of
the co-located camera to obtain the coarse self-position of
the device during hand-swipe. However, the device moves in
a non-linear-trajectory, and the position measurement suffers
from errors [22]. MilliCam overcomes this challenge by redesigning the existing SAR motion compensation algorithm
[14] to operate at a meter-level distance. Second, MilliCam
outputs a high-quality image by focusing the target-scene
digitally onto a particular object. A key challenge is that the
target location center is unknown a priori. To overcome this,
MilliCam relies on the assumption that the target-scene is
sparse; since most of the objects do not reflect back mmWave
signals strongly, this assumption holds in practice. MilliCam,
thus, iteratively focuses on the sparse clustered reflecting
points to obtain a high-quality output image. Finally, MilliCam
overcomes the phase incoherency by applying a transmitterto-receiver Line-Of-Sight (LOS) path phase calibration.
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Fig. 3: (a) Measured SAR reflection in range and cross-range
domain. (b) Output image.
(xn , yn ). A mmWave radar located at coordinate (u, 0), i.e.,
the aperture point, illuminates the target-scene with a widebeam and a wide-bandwidth signal p(t). The signal then
reflects off the target-scene, such as the barrel, butt, and trigger
of the gun, to arrive at the radar. The measured echoed
h signal
i
P
at time t and aperture u is [14]: s(t, u) = n σn · p t − 2rcn ,
p
where rn (= (xn − u)2 + yn2 ) is the distance between the nth
reflecting point and the radar, and c(= 3 × 108 m/s) is the RF
propagation speed. Each of the reflecting points reflects the
same signal p(t) with a time-delay because of the different
distance, and the wide-bandwidth signal can distinguish the
reflections. A single aperture point, however, measures the
target-scene reflectivity in the range of the radar and can image
one-dimension only. For two-dimensional imaging, the radar
is moved across the cross-range (Figure 2[a]), measuring the
echoed signals at each of the aperture points. Figure 3(a) shows
an example of the measured range and cross-range reflection
signal s(t, u) from the gun (Figure 1) at 1 m. distance.
SAR imaging algorithm maps the reflection at the (t, u)
domain to the spatial domain (x, y) to construct the image
(Figure 3[b]). First, it applies two successive Fourier transforms over s(t, u) — one w.r.t. time t, and another w.r.t. space
u — to recover the frequencies in the target-scene [14], [24],
X
s(ω, u) = FFTt (s(t, u)) = P (ω)
σn exp[−j2krn ]
n

II. RF I MAGING F UNDAMENTALS
A. SAR Range and Cross-Range Imaging
Consider a stationary target-scene, such as in Figure 2, composed of a set of point reflectors with reflectivity σn at location

s(ω, ku ) = FFTu (s(ω, u))
(1)
X
p
= P (ω)
σn exp[−jku xn − j 4k 2 − ku2 yn ]
n

where ω and ku denote the temporal and spatial frequency
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Fig. 4: (a–d) Effect of aperture localization error on SAR image. (e) Hand-swipe localization error distribution.
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Fig. 5: (a) Defocused target-scene. (b) Effect of SAR phase
measurement incoherency on the output image.
domain respectively [14], and k(= ω/c = 2π/λ) is the
wavenumber of RF signal. Second, it reconstructs the target
reflectivity f (x, y) with a matched filter and a two-dimensional
inverse Fourier transform [14],
sm (ω, ku ) = P ∗ (ω)s(ω, ku )
f (x, y) = IFFT(sm (ω, ku ))

(2)

We also need spatial-frequency interpolation since the mapping from (ω, ku ) to (x, y) is non-linear. We refer interested
readers to [14] for more details.
B. Key Factors Affecting Image Quality
Aperture Length and Bandwidth: The image resolution
depends on the following two factors fundamentally. Across
the cross-range, the resolution is limited by Rλ/La [14], [25],
where R is the mean distance between the aperture and the
target-scene, λ is the wavelength of the RF signal, and La
is the length of the aperture. At 60 GHz, a 50 cm. aperture
length can achieve a 1 cm. cross-range resolution theoretically
for a target-scene at 1 m. distance. The resolution across the
range depends purely on the bandwidth B of the radar system
and is limited by c/2B [14], [25]. Standard-compliant 60 GHz
device, the operates on 1.76 GHz bandwidth [26], can achieve
8.5 cm. range resolution theoretically, sufficient to discriminate
the butt from the barrel of a gun inside pocket (Figure 1[b]).
Aperture Motion Error: A correct Fourier transform in
Equation (1), however, hinges upon the precise linear motion
of aperture and the knowledge of its locations, i.e., u. Intuitively, even a motion error above half-wavelength of the RF
signal (e.g., 2.5 mm. at 60 GHz) will distort the recovered
frequencies in the target-scene and the final output image.
Because, such error creates aliasing effect — adding signal
intensities destructively where it should be constructive and
vice-versa. To understand such effect, we simulate the aperture
motion error with 2.5 mm., 2.6 mm., 5 mm., and 10 mm.
standard deviation (σu ) under the scenario in Figure 3(a).

Figures 4(a–d) show how the shape of the gun gets distorted
increasingly with large errors.
Target-Scene Focusing: Even with a perfect aperture motion,
in practice, the quality of the output image depends on the
focusing ability of the SAR system onto a target-scene. Said
differently, without prior knowledge of the coordinates, the
SAR system can image an arbitrary scene only and hope to
recover the targets — leading to a poor image quality due to
background reflections. To illustrate this point, we reconstruct
the image in Figure 3(b) without prior knowledge of the target
center. Figure 5(a) shows the defocused output result. Airborne
radar solves this problem via steering a narrow-pencil beam
electronically to collect the focused reflection profiles from
the target-scene [14]. Cheap, COTS mmWave devices can not
generate narrow beams that have multiple, strong spurious
side-lobes [17], [27], [28].
Coherent Measurement between Apertures: SAR imaging
algorithm also has an implicit assumption — the measurement
between aperture points is phase-coherent. This is because the
matched filtering and inverse Fourier transform in Equation (2)
only work if the measured signals are phase-coherent across
the aperture points. Unfortunately, COTS mmWave devices
do not have such phase coherency [20], [21]. To illustrate
phase-incoherency effect, we emulate a random phase-error
with standard-deviation π on the measured SAR profile s(t, u)
across u. Figure 5(b) shows the output image. The target
object has vanished from the output image completely since
the measured signal cannot be mapped to the spatial domain.
III. MilliCam D ESIGN
MilliCam aims to bring mmWave imaging functionality in
cheap, ubiquitous mobile mmWave devices. It operates at
short-range (1 ∼ 1.5 m) and under ad-hoc settings, by transmitting mmWave signals from a standard-compliant, COTS
hand-held mmWave device, measuring their reflections off the
objects near-by, and processing these reflections to capture the
shape of a small metallic object, such as a gun — hidden under
obstructions like clothing. MilliCam emulates the existing
SAR imaging principle in airborne radar and airport scanners,
albeit at a much smaller-scale, and hand-moving the mmWave
device purely in front of the target-scene.
Existing systems rely on the precise movement of the radar
or high-end GPS to obtain aperture information for SAR
imaging. MilliCam, in contrast, relies on the co-located optical
camera in a mobile device to self-localize the mmWave device
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Fig. 6: Aperture motion error compensation: (a) Ground-truth
image. (b) Distorted image with 5 mm. standard deviation of
aperture motion error. (c) Motion compensated image.
and obtain the aperture information during hand-swipe. The
challenge, however, lies in the non-linear motion trajectory and
the unknown position estimation error from camera devices.
In addition, to remove the background reflections and obtain
a high-quality image, existing systems rely on steering a nearperfect beam over the target-scene. MilliCam, instead, redesigns a digital squint correction technique without relying
on beam-steering or known location of the target’s center.
Furthermore, MilliCam system is designed to work with COTS
mmWave devices that do not provide phase-coherence. Next,
we describe these design components in detail.
A. Self-Localizing mmWave Device
To estimate the position of the mmWave device during handswipe, MilliCam relies on a co-located optical camera. A
typical smartphone camera, using multi-million image sensors,
can achieve sub-mm. optical pixel resolution. By measuring
the translation and rotation of a reference pattern from an
optical anchor image, MilliCam computes the position and
trajectory of the mmWave device during hand-swipe. The
reference pattern could be a known pattern on the user’s
body, such as the pattern on his shirt or t-shirt. Assume that
the camera has captured a video sequence of a reference
scene as the user swipes the device over the air. The camera
projects a reference point in the scene p = {x, y, z} onto
the captured pixel of a video frame f as rf = {u, v};
the projection follows a well-known geometrical model [29]:
rf = λ[Rf tf ]p, where λ is an intrinsic matrix containing
the camera’s factory-fixed parameters. Rf and tf are the
relative rotational and translational movement of the device
at image frame f w.r.t. the first frame. Now, suppose the
anchor image contains a set of N points — (p1 , p2 , . . . , pN ).
The device’s rotation and translation
at frame f is then given
PN
by [29]: (R∗f , t∗f ) = argmin i=1 kλ[Rf tf ]pi − rk2 . The
Rf ,tf

camera’s relative location at frame f equals the joint effect
of rotation and translation movement: −(R∗f )T t∗f . However,
our measurement shows that the localization error can reach
7 mm. within just two standard deviations (Figure 4[e]). Such
error can severely distort the image (Figure 4[a–d]), and in the
next section, we discuss an approach to overcome the error.
B. Short-distance Motion Error Compensation
The aperture motion error in MilliCam is reminiscent of the
motion error in airborne SAR. Airborne radar uses highend GPS system to obtain the aperture location data and

compensate for the non-linear motion error in the flight-path.
Yet, the constraint under MilliCam is stringent — the targetscene is very close-by, and the error statistics (cm-level) is
significant compared to the aperture length. In what follows,
we first introduce how the airborne SAR compensates the nonlinear motion error, and then re-design it for MilliCam.
Assume that the non-linear motion error at the aperture point
u is (xe (u), ye (u)). The measured SAR profile of an ideal
point reflector with motion error can be derived as [14],
i
h
p
sn (ω, u) = exp − j2k (xn − u − xe (u))2 + (yn − ye (u))2
= exp[j2kren (u)] · exp[−j2krn ]
(3)
p
where ren (u) = − (xn − u − xe (u))2 + (yn − ye (u))2 +rn ,
is the distance error for the nth reflector. The key idea is to
compensate for this distance error in the spatial frequency
domain. Typically, the span in the range yn is much larger
than the cross-range xn , aperture length, and the motion errors
since the target-scene (ground) is far away from the flight
trajectory (air). Thus, the distance error can be approximated
as, ren (u) ≈ xe (u), and the compensation is given by [14],
s0 (ω, u) = s(ω, u) · exp[−j2kren (u)]
= s(ω, u) · exp[−j2kxe (u)]

(4)

This compensated data can then be directly used with Equation
(2) to generate the output image.
Unfortunately, such approximation breaks down under MilliCam — target-scene is very close-by, range and crossrange have a similar span, and error is significant. MilliCam,
however, leverages a key observation to re-design the above
compensation — the target-scene in mmWave image is mostly
sparse, since most objects do not reflect back the mmWave
signals [30]–[32]. Said differently, the error in the spatial
frequency is mostly dominated by the sparsely clustered strong
reflecting points in the target-scene and nearby reflecting
points tend to produce similar errors. As long as MilliCam can
identify and compensate the spatial frequency for the clustered
points, it can recover the motion compensated image.
To approach this ideal, MilliCam first constructs an image from
the SAR profile without motion compensation and identify the
clustered points. The image will appear distorted, nonetheless,
clustered around specific coordinates. MilliCam, then finds
out the centroid (xc , yc ) of the clusters [33] and the corresponding SAR profile from Equation (3). The error in spatial
frequency is then compensated via Equation (4) to generate a
new image. MilliCam, then iterates over the above process
to refine the centroid and the corresponding output image.
Still, the residual, unknown motion estimation error can be
significant and can distort the final image. MilliCam, thus,
leverages a bicubic interpolation over the estimated trajectory
and then uses the non-linear motion compensation to output
an undistorted image. Figure 6 shows a visual example of the
correction under 5 mm. standard deviation of aperture motion.
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Fig. 7: (a) Defocused target-scene. (b) Squint correction with known target center. (c-d) Intermediate mmWave images from
iterative squint correction. (e) Final output image.
C. Target Focusing via Squint Correction
However, motion compensation alone does not ensure good
quality image. Reflections from background and heterogenous
target-reflectivity may defocus the image. Airborne SAR systems solve the problem either via electronically steering a
narrow, pencil-beam to collect focused reflection profile from
a specific area in the ground [14], [34] or by applying a digital
squint correction [14], [35]. Since the COTS mmWave devices
do not allow to generate a narrow, perfectly-shaped beam [17],
[27], [28], we rely on the digital squint correction.
Squint correction, at a very high level, tries to focus the measured SAR profile s(t, u) at a specific coordinate of the targetscene before generating the output image. Consider the center
of the target-scene is at (X0 , Y0 ). The temporal and spatial
frequency response of an ideal point reflector at (X0 , Y0 ) can
be derived p
from Equation (1): s0 (ω, ku ) = P (ω) · exp −
jku X0 − j 4k 2 − ku2 Y0 . Digital squint correction simply
shifts the frequency response of the measured SAR profile,
i.e., s(ω, ku ) towards the center frequency response s0 (ω, ku ).
This is equivalent to sc (ω, ku ) = s(ω, ku ) · s0 (ω, ku )∗ . The
frequency shifted profile can then be used in the Equation (2)
directly to generate a focused SAR image. Figure 7(a-b) show
the focusing result when (X0 , Y0 ) is known.
In practice, the center location information is unavailable to
the SAR imaging system. Sequentially searching for the center
of the target over a large scene is not only computationally
expensive but also does not ensure appropriate focusing on a
complex scene with multiple targets. MilliCam overcomes this
challenge by reusing the sparse target-scene approximation in
the mmWave image (Section III-B). When the target-scene
is sparse, intuitively, its defocused version should also remain
sparse. MilliCam, thus, can segment the defocused target-scene
and then iteratively apply the correction on the segmented
images, and finally, generate a composite focused image.
Algorithm 1 formalizes the intuition. It first synthesizes the
output image f0 from the SAR profile s(t, u) with a random
target-center location (X0 , Y0 ), yielding a defocused image.
The defocused image is then segmented via global thresholding [36], and MilliCam finds a list of the possible targets’
center location. MilliCam, then applies the squint correction
with the center locations on s(t, u) for each of these targets,
zooming in only on the X-Y dimensions around them. After
each iteration, MilliCam outputs a smoother quality image

Algorithm 1 Iterative Squint Correction
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Input: SAR profile s(t, u); Output: Focused image FI ;
Parameters: Image PSNR change, ∆I = 3 dB;
Synthesize the SAR output image f0 from s(t, u);
i ← 1; fi ← f0 ; fi+1 ← 0;
while PSNR(fi−1 , fi ) − PSNR(fi , fi+1 ) ≥ ∆I
Segment image fi−1 using Otsu’s method [36];
List of segmented images: f 0 [1, 2, . . . , N ];
Find strongest pixel coordinate (Xj , Yj ) in f 0 [j];
Correct squint in f 0 [j] using (Xj , Yj ) to generate fc0 [j];
Generate fi by combining all fc0 [j];
fi+1 ← alpha composite(fi−1 , fi ); i ← i + 1;
end while
Final focused composite image FI ← fi ;

using alpha compositing [37] current image with the previous
iteration and keeps track of the image PSNR improvement.
The iteration stops when the PSNR improvement is small, less
than 3 dB. Figures 7(c-d) show the two intermediate images
from Algorithm 1 for the defocused target-scene in Figure
7(a), and Figure 7(e) shows the final image. Figure 8 further
shows the focusing results with different shaped objects.
D. Measurement Incoherency in COTS mmWave Devices
COTS mmWave devices do not provide any carrier phasecoherency across the aperture points [20], [21]. Since they
use cheap high-frequency oscillators, tracking the carrier phase
across the multiple aperture points is virtually infeasible.
MilliCam leverages a simple observation to workaround this
problem. Even if the phases of the reflected signals across the
apertures are incoherent, the relative phases of the channel
within a single aperture point are still coherent, as it purely
depends on the length differences between the reflecting
points, and can be calibrated w.r.t. to the line-of-sight signal
from Tx to Rx. Mathematically, the phase-calibrated SAR
profile is given by: sp (t, u) = s(t, u) · exp(−j∠sm
I ) where
sm
=
max|s
|.
Said
differently,
MilliCam
first
leverages
the
I
I
strongest Tx to Rx self-interference signal to calibrate the
incoherent phases, and then cancels the self-interference.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
We implement and evaluate MilliCam on a 60 GHz mobile
mmWave testbed (Figure 9). We build our own hand-held 60
GHz mmWave prototype by assembling the COTS components
only. The prototype board consists of a back-end processor
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Fig. 9: (a) 60 GHz mmWave prototype board assembled from
COTS components. (b) Baseline SAR imaging system that
uses a laser motion tracker [42], [43].
board with Intel Galileo Gen 2 [38] and a front-end 60 GHz
chipset from Qualcomm [39]. The processor board consists
of a 400 MHz Intel Quark X1000 CPU, 256 MB DDR3
memory, and a mini PCIe slot. The 60 GHz chipset consists
of a 32-element phased-array antenna and a MAC/baseband
chip hooked to the processor board via the mini PCIe slot.
The phased-array antenna can generate up to 64 transmit and
receive beams, but throughout our experiments, we fix onto a
single widest-beam direction. The chipset is IEEE 802.11adcompatible and operates on a 1.76 GHz wide-bandwidth
on the unlicensed 60 GHz. The device supports extracting
the 1.76 GHz channel response from the standard “Channel
Estimation” (CE) header field of the data packets [26]. The CE
field spans only 650 ns. as per the IEEE 802.11ad standard,
and thus, the speed of human hand-swipe does not affect
the collected channel response in one SAR aperture position.
Nonetheless, we still need to collect the channel responses
in real-time across the entire hand-swipe duration. Thus, we
bootstrap our Galileo board with the open-source Linux kernel
[40], build support for the latest 60 GHz kernel driver and
firmware [41], and implement suitable kernel daemons to
trigger and collect the channel response at 5 ms. interval.
Since the COTS communication devices do not allow switching between Tx and Rx mode within nanoseconds, we mount
two prototype boards, as Tx and Rx, on a laptop (Figure
9[b]). The boards are separated by 11 cm., and we calibrate
the phases of the measured channel following Section III-D.
To evaluate the performance of an imaging system with an
accurate SAR antenna aperture information, we also use HTC
VIVE controller and base stations [42], [43]. The HTC devices
can accurately measure the X-Y movement with a millimeterscale precision [44], and we implemented software support in
the laptop to collect and synchronize the hand-swipe trajectory
locations and measured channel responses in real-time.
Finally, based on the location and channel response traces, we
evaluate MilliCam’s design components in MATLAB on a PC
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Fig. 10: MilliCam average PSNR improvement: (a) Under
aperture motion errors. (b) At different distances.
host with Core-i5 CPU with 8 GB memory. We re-designed
and implemented the chirp-based SAR imaging algorithm [23]
to operate with the standard-compliant channel responses of
COTS mmWave devices. Our implementation can generate one
image frame within 1.25 seconds. Although the design components are evaluated on a customized platform, MilliCam itself
does not require any specialized hardware beyond commodity
60 GHz mmWave radio’s capabilities.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Micro-benchmarks
Error Correction Results: We first measure MilliCam’s effectiveness in correcting aperture motion error quantitatively. We
use one of the square-shaped metallic objects in Figure 8(a)
and place it in the target-scene with a background concretewall at 1 m. distance. We use a mechanical slider [45] to
linearly move our imaging setup in front of the target-scene
and collect the SAR reflection profile. We then follow Section
II-A to generate an output image, which serves as the groundtruth. To evaluate MilliCam’s imaging performance under
different aperture motion error, we intentionally mark the SAR
profile at aperture u as aperture u + δu instead. The error δu
follows the same normal distribution as the camera calibration
error we have measured in Section III-A, but with different
standard deviations. We then perform 50 such experiments.
Figure 10(a) shows the average PSNR improvement under different standard deviations of motion error in X-direction. At 10
mm. error standard deviation, the average PSNR improvement
is 12.17 dB, i.e., 16.5× over the image without error compensation. MilliCam achieves the peak improvement at 7.5 mm.
error standard deviation with a 13.97 dB PSNR boost. Figure 6
also shows the visual quality improvement in MilliCam under
5 mm. error standard deviation. The improvement below 2.5
mm. of error standard deviation is not significant, only 3×.
Still, MilliCam achieves 8.19 dB PSNR improvement even
with 15 mm. error standard deviation at 1 m. target distance.
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Target Focusing Effectiveness: Next, we evaluate MilliCam’s
performance of focusing on the target-scene. We place the
same square object onto the target-scene and vary the distance
from 50 cm. to 2 m. between the target-scene and the imaging
setup. The target-scene contains only the square object and the
background concrete wall (Figure 8[a]). At each distance, we
manually estimate the objects’ center and create a ground-truth
image. Then, we employ MilliCam’s iterative squint correction
without the knowledge of the objects’ center. Finally, we
measure the image PSNR improvement with and without
focusing. Figure 10(b) shows the result. At 50 cm. distance
from the target-scene, MilliCam’s average PSNR improvement
over defocused target-scene is 11.51 dB, i.e., a 14× increase in
objective scale. The improvement, however, drops significantly
as we move further away from the target-scene — only ∼1.4×
at 2 m. This is expected since the image resolution of the
ground-truth itself increasingly becomes poor as the distance
between target-scene and the imaging setup increases (Section
II-B). Nonetheless, the image quality improvement is still
significant even at 1 m. distance — more than 7×.
Shape Detection and Errors: We now evaluate MilliCam’s
ability to differentiate object shapes. We use flat copper plates
with 0.5 mm. thickness and cut it into three shapes — square,
circle, and rhombus (Figures 11[a]). The dimension of the
square and rhombus varies from 5×5 cm2 to 30×20 cm2 .
The radius of the circular shapes varies between 2.5 cm. to 20
cm. Figures 11(a) show the resultant images for each of the
shapes and dimensions. For larger dimensions (e.g., the last
column in Figures 11[a]), MilliCam can distinguish between
various shapes clearly and identifies its dimensions correctly.
To quantitively measure the dimension and area error, we
generate 50 images for the square and circular objects, for
each dimension. Figures 11(b–c) show the results. A smaller
dimension object has a larger area and dimension error. Figure
11(b) shows the error in percentage for the square-shaped
copper plates, where we calculate the error as the ratio of pixel
energy in- and outside of the ground-truth dimensions. Figure

11(c) further shows the error for the circular object. Typically
this error is less compared to the square object, since the twodimensional point-spread function of the imaging system is
circular, creating less smearing effect around the edges.
B. Imaging A Hidden Gun
We now evaluate MilliCam under a toy setup, where the gun is
hidden behind clothing. We mounted the model, plastic gun on
the background concrete wall (Figure 12[a]), and then hide it
with a piece of clothing (Figure 12[b]). Then, we run MilliCam
at 1 m. distance and generate the output image.
Figure 12(c) shows the composite of the optical and the
mmWave image. While the dimensions of the gun are preserved, the butt and the barrel can only be faintly detected.
This is because mmWave signals have to penetrate the clothing
twice: one during transmission and another during reflection.
Thus, the measured SAR profile has a much larger noise floor,
resulting in poorer image quality. We believe, a fine-grained
transmit and receive power control, similar to the adaptive
camera exposure control and correction [46], may improve
the image quality. Such power control is currently unavailable
on our platform, and we plan to investigate it in the future.
VI. L IMITATIONS
Unknown Depth of the Target: MilliCam relies on the assumption that the target object’s distance, i.e., the depth, from
the aperture plane is known. Throughout our experiments, we
have used manual depth estimation to reconstruct images. In
practice, however, the object may be hidden from the LOS, and
the depth estimation will be unavailable, even when using outof-band information, like camera image. A strawman approach
could be signal time-of-arrival based depth estimation; yet,
the time-of-arrival from the same reflection point varies with
the aperture points. Moreover, multiple reflections from the
same object may corrupt the depth estimation. We propose to
investigate it in our future work.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 12: (a) Imaging a plastic gun. (b) Gun is hidden inside a piece of cloth. (c) Composite of mmWave and the optical image.
Multiple Overlapping Targets at Different Depths: The
above problem is exacerbated when there are multiple overlapping objects at different depths. Even using a very widebandwidth signal, which can separate the signal time-ofarrival from nearby reflection points, it may not be feasible to
distinguish whether the reflections are from the same object
or different objects. We propose to leverage two-dimensional
handheld movements, together with continuous object plane
assumption, like [47], to jointly estimate multiple target depths
and reconstruct images.
Blockage on Target: MilliCam relies on the reflection from
an object to identify its shape. An obstructing metallic object
can indeed hide the relevant object from MilliCam. In such
cases, a multi-spectral analysis may help to identify the target
in the hidden layer. A similar method is used today in airports
to detect contraband items in checked-in baggage, where the
target may be hidden below multiple layers of items. We leave
such an extension for our future work.
Imaging Mobile Targets: MilliCam also relies on the assumption that the target-scene remains stationary during the
hand-swipe movement. This is reasonable — typical handswipe speed can vary from 60-100 cm/s, and thus, minute
sway motion from the human body may not affect MilliCam’s
performance. MilliCam, however, cannot image a mobile
target. We note that SAR imaging algorithms for moving
target detection and imaging already exist and are used in the
airborne systems [14]. Yet, re-using the algorithms under adhoc settings, for a close-by target with COTS mmWave device,
is non-trivial, and we plan to investigate it in our future work.

small heterogeneous-reflectivity objects using only received
signal strength (RSS) alone. The radar in [58], in fact, has to
travel 10s of meters to create a one-dimensional image of cmscale objects. Tomographic imaging [59] purely relies on RSS,
but it requires many radios around the target, and the resolution
is inferior to phase-based approaches [3], [14]. MilliCam, in
contrast, works with today’s cheap, ubiquitous, and standardcompliant hand-held mmWave devices.
Motion Compensation in Imaging: The image distortion and
defocusing caused by motion and squint error in MilliCam
is reminiscent of the motion blur in optical cameras. Optical
image blur due to motion, either from the target or the camera,
can be compensated by many deblurring algorithms or by
using out-of-band sensors like gyroscopes [60]–[62]. This is
because multi-million image sensors on the camera do not
change their relative position under any movement. In our adhoc image setting, however, the “sensors” are created through
virtually hand-moving the antenna and thus, the existing
deblurring algorithm does not work.
Object Detection through non-RF Modality: Infrared and
thermal cameras can image the human body but are typically
unsuitable for through-obstruction imaging. It is, in fact,
impossible to differentiate concealed items using a thermal
camera as the object’s temperature approaches that of the body
[63]. Jacor Inc. developed a hand-held ultrasonic device to
detect concealed weapons [64]. The device can discriminate
hard objects based on its stronger reflection intensity, but
cannot estimate the shape or dimension.

VII. R ELATED W ORK

VIII. C ONCLUSION

Conventional Radio Imaging: Traditional radio imaging
systems use multiple antennas (or virtual antennas via motion)
to “scan” the target. By coherently combining reflected signals,
it can recover pixel intensity in the target scene. This principle
underpins the MIMO [48]–[50] or Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) imaging [14], [51]–[53]. Prior mobile imaging system
attempted to emulate the airborne radar on ground-vehicles
[54]; but, the form factor is too large for human portability.
Recently proposed hand-held radar [55], [56] uses specialized
hardware, such as a VNA, for imaging, yet they rely on
bulky mechanical supports to facilitate precise movement.
Furthermore, they require special waveforms [47], [56], which
is only available on the dedicated high-end hardware. Zhu
et al. [57], [58] recently proposed to use highly directional
60 GHz horn antennas and phased-array to detect object
curvatures and boundaries. It is infeasible, however, to image

This paper proposes MilliCam, a system that leverages
mmWave reflected signals to construct images of small metallic objects. Different from existing mmWave imaging systems,
MilliCam leverages a single hand-swipe motion. MilliCam
outputs a two-dimensional image by coherently combining the
reflected wide-bandwidth mmWave signals across the handswipe. The non-linear motion due to hand-swiping and aperture localization errors, however, can distort the resultant image. MilliCam re-designs the motion compensation algorithm
in airborne SAR to work at the meter-level range and produce
undistorted images. Furthermore, MilliCam can digitally refocus the target-scene onto an object of interest without its
prior location information to output a high-quality image.
We believe that MilliCam marks an important step towards
enabling handheld mmWave imaging with cheap, ubiquitous
mobile mmWave devices.
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